Image-Guided Breast Interventions: Biopsy and Beyond
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Abstract
Breast interventions primarily comprise of biopsy of the suspicious breast lesions to obtain accurate pathological diagnosis. Generally, image-guided breast biopsy is required for nonpalpable lesions, however, even in palpable lesions, image-guided biopsy should be performed as it improves the accuracy of diagnosis. Image-guided breast interventions have progressed well beyond biopsy, making the radiologist an important part of the multidisciplinary management of breast cancer. Preoperative localization of nonpalpable abnormalities guides optimal surgical excision to obtain negative margins without sacrificing the normal tissue. Ablative procedures for breast cancer treatment such as radiofrequency ablation (RFA) and high-intensity focused ultrasound ablation can sometimes replace surgery in older patients with comorbidities. This article enumerates and describes the expanding spectrum of image-guided interventions performed by breast radiologist.
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Introduction
Breast cancer is the most common cancer affecting women in India. It accounts for 26.3% of all new cancer diagnoses and 23.5% of all cancer deaths among women in India.¹ ² Multidisciplinary approach, personalized treatment, breast conservation treatment have increased the scope for breast radiologist not only in diagnosis but also in its treatment.

Breast biopsy of suspicious abnormalities is the most common image-guided breast intervention performed as image guidance enables accurate tissue sampling and reduces need of repeat biopsies as compared with blind biopsies.³ Only after confirmation on histopathology, further treatment is planned, based on the hormonal receptor status of tumor. Increasing use of neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT) in larger tumors before surgery makes breast conservative surgery (BCS) possible in patients showing good response.⁴ With newer, improved chemotherapeutic agents, nearly 20 to 25% patients may show complete clinical and radiological response to NACT. However, it also mandates localization of tumor site before or during chemotherapy before the tumor vanishes completely, using tumor marker clips. These marker clips serve as localization site for subsequent image-guided hookwire placement before surgery.

This article highlights expanding role of radiologist beyond biopsy in the field of breast radiology (► Fig. 1).

Breast Biopsy
The techniques and instrumention of image-guided breast biopsy are different from those required for biopsies of other body parts. Breast lesions classified as BIRADS 4 (suspicious) or BIRADS 5 (highly suspicious) on imaging are primary indications for breast biopsy. Larger palpable lesions undergo blind percutaneous biopsy and nonpalpable small, deep
Seated or vaguely palpable masses would need image-guided biopsy. Blind biopsy, however, is associated with high false negative and repeat biopsy rates emphasizing the need of image-guided biopsies even in the setting of palpable lesions due to sampling error. Image-guided breast biopsy can be performed under ultrasound, mammography (stereotactic), or MR guidance, depending on the visibility of the lesion and operator preference. Ultrasound is the most commonly used modality, whenever the breast lesion can be unequivocally demonstrated on ultrasound (US). Microcalcifications and masses seen on mammogram will undergo stereotactic biopsy. Similarly, MR-guided biopsy can be performed for lesions visible only on MRI.

**FNAC versus Core Biopsy**

FNAC performed with 20 to 22-gauge needles is a simple, less expensive, and less traumatic technique. However, FNAC has high insufficiency and false negative rates. It also requires the on-site availability of an experienced breast cytologist. FNAC cannot differentiate in-situ from invasive cancer and immuno-histochemical analysis for hormonal receptor status is difficult on the fine-needle aspirate. Percutaneous core needle biopsy (CNB) of the breast is more accurate than FNAC and this has become the standard of care for biopsy of breast lesions. However, it is more traumatic and requires higher operator skill when compared with FNAC. Breast CNB is commonly performed using spring loaded automated 14-gauge core biopsy needles, commonly referred to as biopsy guns. Small caliber (16 or 18 gauge) biopsy needles used for other parts of the body are not suitable for breast biopsy. Typically, a minimum of four to five cores should be obtained during breast CNB.

**Vacuum-Assisted Biopsy**

Vacuum-assisted biopsy (VAB) of breast is a modified and improved technique of large core breast biopsy that was introduced in late 1990s. In this device, the probe (needle) consists of a motor driven outer cannula with the sample notch and an inner cutting cannula. Strong vacuum sucks and holds the targeted tissue in the sample notch and transports the harvested cores outside into a collection chamber. VAB devices allow directional sampling from different parts of the lesion obtaining around 12 to 20 cores while rotating the needle through 360 degrees. Some of the currently available VAB devices include MammoTree (Ethicon Endosurgery, Ohio, United States), Eviva (Hologic, Beford, United States), and SenorEx (Bard, Tempe, United States). VAB uses thick calibers ranging from 11 to 7 gauge depending on the vendor/apparatus. Single time insertion with faster acquisition of multiple large tissue cores in contiguous manner is the major advantage with VAB. In addition, it allows irrigation of the biopsy cavity at the same time with saline and local anesthetic agent. Ability to continuously irrigate the biopsy site with saline and apply strong suction reduces the chances of hematoma formation. Since VAB can remove large amount of tissue, smaller lesions may get removed completely during the biopsy. This necessitates placement of marker clip at the biopsy site to guide surgery in case the histopathology result is positive for cancer, which can be done in same sitting and through same notch/aperture without removing the needle. VAB has greater accuracy than CNB in terms of the frequency of histological underestimation, false negatives, and need for rebiopsy. With negative predictive value reaching up to 99.9%, VAB is considered to be as good as excisional surgical biopsy. VAB, however, is not widely available, is more expensive than CNB using biopsy gun and has a definite learning curve. At our institute, VAB is performed for all stereotactic and MRI-guided biopsies whereas in case of ultrasonography (USG) guidance, it is often used only if the pathological analysis is incomplete or inconclusive (Fig. 2).

**Digital Breast Tomosynthesis-Guided Biopsy**

DBT provides pseudo-three-dimensional images of the breast leading to optimum visualization of subtle findings such as...
asymmetries, masses, and architectural distortion.\textsuperscript{11,12} Before the advent of DBT-guided biopsy, architectural distortion seen only at DBT required surgical excision.\textsuperscript{13}

The procedure involves compression of breast followed by DBT exposure to identify the target lesion and its marking using three-time exposure—first for localization, second for prefire, and last post sampling to confirm clip deployment. The study by Bahl et al\textsuperscript{14} concluded that overall technical and sampling success was more for DBT-guided VAB as compared with stereotactic VAB with additional advantage of less radiation exposure and time consumption with the former.

**Tumor Localization Techniques**

BCS is increasingly being performed for patients with small tumor to breast volume ratio allowing locoregional disease removal with clear margins and good cosmesis. NACT reduces the tumor burden in locally advanced breast cancer rendering BCS possible rather than mastectomy.\textsuperscript{15} In many of these patients, NACT achieves complete resolution of clinically palpable mass and radiological abnormality before surgery. There is a need to accurately localize the tumor site at the time of surgical excision to establish complete pathological response.\textsuperscript{16,17} Various innovative techniques like skin tattooing, imaging-guided radio-opaque tumor marker placement ranging from custom made clips using angiographic wire, commercially available marker clips to radioactive seed (I-125), Magseeds, and radiofrequency identification have been described.\textsuperscript{16,18,19,20,21,22,23} Placement of tumor marker clips improves the locoregional disease control irrespective of the tumor stage with reduced incidence of local recurrence as compared with those who undergo surgery without marker placement.\textsuperscript{24}

**Preoperative Hook Wire Localization**

This procedure was performed routinely for surgical excision biopsy of nonpalpable lesions. However, after advent of stereotactic biopsy, it is mainly used as a preoperative localization procedure for therapeutic excision of already diagnosed but nonpalpable breast cancer (small screening detected cancers or cancers rendered nonpalpable by NACT). Placement of two or more hookwires in the same breast may be required for multiple lesions to mark the extent of a large lesion and for segmental microcalcifications before breast conservation surgery.\textsuperscript{25} This is known as hookwire bracketing as shown in \textsuperscript{Fig. 3}.\textsuperscript{26} Needle localization prior to breast conservation surgery helps to precisely resect the cancer with clear margins. Various needle-hookwire combinations are used for this procedure and Kopan's needle-hookwire assembly is most widely used in our setup. It consists of a 20-gauge needle and a thin flexible wire that can be introduced through it. The distal end of the wire folds back forming a sharp angle or has retractable curved J tip. Needle localization is usually performed under mammographic or US guidance on the same day of surgery. MR compatible needle hookwire assemblies are also available to localize the lesions seen only on MRI.

The surgeon dissects the breast using hookwire as a guide. Approximate part of the breast tissue around the hook and the thickened wire segment is resected and sent to the mammography room for specimen radiography. The specimen radiography should be done on the mammography unit with minimal exposure factors. It should confirm that the target lesion, along with good margins, has been removed in the resected specimen. Surgeon waits in operation theater for information regarding successful removal of the lesion, clip, and hookwire before closing the breast (\textsuperscript{Fig. 4}).

The procedure is safe with few minor complications like pain, vasovagal reaction, and bleeding. Rare complications like hooking of wire to pectoralis muscle and pneumothorax have been reported in few patients.\textsuperscript{27} Inadvertent pulling out of the hookwire after successful placement is a concern in fatty breasts due to arm movement by patient or improper handling during surgery.\textsuperscript{28} A failure rate of 0 to 18% has been reported in literature that is seen more often when mammography is used as the imaging modality for wire placement.\textsuperscript{27} Rates of negative margins after wire-localized BCS have been reported to range between 70.8 and 87.4%.\textsuperscript{29}

**Newer localization techniques include** radioactive seed localization which can overcome the difficulties associated with wire localization such as displacement of wire, kinking/fracturing of wire, patients discomfort, difficulty in planning surgical incision, scheduling radiological and surgical procedure on the same day. Significant difference in negative margins rates has been observed between two techniques—73% in radioactive seed localization versus 54% in wire localization.\textsuperscript{30}

The seeds can be inserted under USG or mammographic guidance within the lesion 5 to 7 days prior to surgery and correct positioning is confirmed using mammography. The radioactive seed (I\textsuperscript{125}) is localized intraoperatively with a
hand-held gamma probe. Most of the seeds are used with radiation exposure within safe limits with involvement of radiation safety officer in proper handling, use and disposal of radioactive seed. Limitation of this technique is that once the seed is deployed within the breast, it cannot be adjusted. If necessary, second seed placement might be required for correct localization.

On the other hand, Megaseed, which is composed of paramagnetic steel and iron oxide, is not associated with radiation exposure. The insertion can be done 2 to 30 days prior to the surgery and a dedicated Sentinel detector detects the seed during the surgery. Being costlier is its major limitation.

Intraoperative ultrasound (IOUS) is an underutilized technique that can be easily performed preoperatively to guide surgery. It reduces the rate of re-excision in cases of BCS by ensuring enough margins around the mass during removal. USG performed during surgery enables real-time visualization of mass and its margins improving the accuracy of tissue removal. It also reduces the volume of normal breast tissue removed by virtue of assessing the specimen in the operation theater itself. Studies comparing IOUS and wire-guided localization in achieving negative resection margins showed that IOUS is at least equal or more successful than the latter.

Hu et al in year 2020 showed positive margin rate in IOUS was 4.6% as compared with 19.4% in the wire localization group. Adequate excision, negative margins with small excision volume is possible with IOUS as it measures distance from the tumor border to the resection margin and achieves better cosmesis as well.

Interventions with Therapeutic Intent
Cyst Aspiration and Abscess Drainage
Breast cysts are often seen while evaluating patients with nonspecific breast complaints or cyclical breast pain. Simple cysts are anechoic with only fluid within and thin imperceptible walls—usually asymptomatic until large in size. Complicated cyst refers to cyst with secondary infection or hemorrhage identified as dense internal echoes within a cyst with or without moving fluid or fluid-debris levels. These two types of cysts need intervention only if they are symptomatic and interfering with quality of life of the patient. On the contrary, complex cyst means cyst with thick internal septations or mural nodule showing vascularity that raises suspicion for associated malignancy and thus these complex cysts should be biopsied.

When indicated, cyst aspiration is performed under aseptic precautions under real-time USG guidance and fluid should be sent for cytology. Most of the time single aspiration is sufficient; however, in many cases, re-accumulation of fluid occurs. Recurrence rate following simple cyst aspiration is variable, ranging from 20 to 80%. Sclerotherapy is an emerging technique to overcome the drawbacks of recurrence associated with aspiration. In this procedure, most of the cyst volume is aspirated and minimal safe residual volume is left such that needle tip remains within the residual cyst cavity. Without removing needle, 99% ethanol with volume equivalent to the 90% of the aspirated fluid is injected and it is re-aspirated completely after 10 minutes. Burning sensation and pain are the common complications of this procedure. It has been reported that percutaneous ethanol sclerotherapy in simple breast cyst is an effective treatment with 100% clinical success rate on follow-up.

Other techniques such as air instillation and administration of sclerosing solution (sclerovein) following aspiration of cysts have been described with 16 and 2% recurrence rate. None of these sclerotherapy techniques are practiced at authors’ institute.

Infected simple cysts or de novo breast abscesses are seen in young lactating women, also in nonlactating smoker and elderly women. These can be categorized as puerperal (within 12 weeks of delivery) and nonpuerperal (during non-breastfeeding period) abscess. Previously, surgical incision and drainage were the recommended treatments for breast abscesses. Since this is associated with the development of cutaneous fistulas in 5 to 12% of patients and recurrences in 10 to 38% of cases, US-guided intervention is now a preferred approach for the management due to its minimal invasive nature, easy accessibility, and shorter procedure time. It is associated with no significant scarring, needs no admission and breast feeding needs not be discontinued. Aspiration is followed by saline lavage of cavity till clear saline is aspirated. Usually, repeated aspirations and percutaneous catheter drainage are required for complete resolutions in abscesses more than 3 cm in size. Percutaneous catheter drainage is not commonly done and is reserved for failed repeated
aspirations (at least five attempts of aspiration). 6F- or 8F-sized catheters are used for drainage.

Vacuum-Assisted Excision of Benign Tumors
Presence of benign lesions and lumps elevates patient’s anxiety and may cause cosmetic disfigurement. Surgical excision is the preferred treatment option in such scenario. However, it is associated with incision site scarring as well as the need for localization in nonpalpable lesions. USG-guided VAB can achieve complete excision of lesions less than 2 cm in maximum diameter and the lesions with predominant cystic component. Completeness of procedure can be assessed with nonvisualization of lesion on US and absence of lesion in extracted specimen. Clip is usually inserted following procedure completion especially in patients with solid cystic masses. Hematoma, pain, and ecchymosis are common complications associated with it. For lesions less than 2 cm, 95 to 100% of complete resection rate has been reported.

Radiofrequency Ablation
There has been a paradigm shift in the treatment of early breast cancer with an attempt of using minimally invasive technique achieving complete tumor removal preserving significant functional breast volume. Several studies have confirmed the feasibility of radiofrequency ablation (RFA) followed by surgery as well as RFA alone for early-stage breast cancer. RFA uses thermal energy to cause coagulative necrosis of tumor. Although there is no specific size cut off, it is more effective for single mass of size less than 2 cm. It is contraindicated in invasive lobular carcinoma and intraductal extension of tumor. Preprocedure ultrasonography, mammography and MRI are required to precisely characterize and localize the mass. Before RFA, sentinel lymph node biopsy should be performed for axillary staging. RFA involves insertion of RFA electrode within the lesion under USG guidance followed by delivery of RFA pulse till completion of ablation seen as completely hyperechoic lesion. Complete ablation and recurrence rate range from 76 to 96.15% and 1.37 to 14.28%, respectively. Common complications reported with RFA are skin burns, nipple retraction, muscle burn, and mass formation secondary to fat necrosis. There are technical limitations of RFA which limit its clinical utility such as determining the optimum zone, duration of ablation, accurate assessment of tumor margin if surgery is not performed following RFA. Therefore, treatment outcomes of RFA in terms of long term recurrence and survival rate are still to be evaluate to conclude RFA as an alternative to surgery. The inability to obtain information on the tumor margins following RFA led to discontinuation of the technique in authors’ institute.

Accelerated Partial Breast Irradiation
With increasing rates of early breast cancer detection, breast conservation therapy is often performed which is a combination of BCS with adjuvant whole breast irradiation (WBI). Standard external whole breast irradiation extends over a period of 6 to 6.5 weeks and involves irradiation to the chest wall, lung, and heart in addition to the breast resulting in more complications. APBI has emerged as an alternative to WBI—which delivers radiation to the tumor bed at a higher dose per fraction in a shorter time period. It is based on the fact that most cases of tumor recurrence often occur around the tumor margins. Studies have showed that APBI has similar in-breast recurrence rates as WBI. In ideal setting, APBI is planned with surgery for early nonmetastatic tumors and negative SLNB. Catheters are placed around the surgical margins at the same time before closing the incision. In case the APBI facility is not available in the hospital where surgery is performed, catheters are placed after wound healing (around 3 weeks) under USG guidance around the seroma or scar site with surgical clips serving as markers followed by planning computed tomography (CT)

Interventions with Palliative Intent
Several complications are seen in patients with metastatic breast cancer that markedly reduce the quality of life. Radiologist can play an important role in the mitigation of suffering caused by these morbidity complications.

Recurrent Pleural Effusion: Drainage and Pleurodesis
Breast cancer is the most common cause of malignant pleural effusion in females and often presents with dyspnea. Its management is usually determined by the symptoms, performance status of patient, response to systemic therapy, and lung re-expansion following pleural fluid drainage. Treatment options include observation, therapeutic pleural aspiration, indwelling pleural catheter (IPC), intrapleural instillation of sclerosant, and pleurodesis. Therapeutic thoracentesis is indicated in patients with short survival time, slow fluid re-accumulation, and poor performance status. Indwelling pleural catheter is indicated in patients unsuitable for talc pleurodesis, recurrence after pleurodesis, or trapped lung.

![Fig. 5 Accelerated partial breast irradiation (APBI)-postoperative cavity is identified on ultrasound as fluid containing seroma with surrounding architectural distortion (a). Needles have been placed under real time visualization in two planes (b) in which the respective radiation catheters are inserted (c). Planning CT shows these catheters along the postoperative changes and radiation is planned accordingly as shown in figure (d).](image-url)
It involves insertion of silicone catheter within the pleural cavity under image guidance (Fig. 6). It is as effective as pleurodesis in relieving symptoms. IPC-associated pleural infection is the most common complication which is often treated with antibiotic without the removal of catheter. Pleurodesis involves obliteration of pleural space between visceral and parietal pleura by inflammatory process induced by instillation of mechanical and chemical agents. It is indicated in recurrent malignant pleural effusion in patients with longer life expectancy. Commonly used agents are talc, bleomycin, tetracycline, and doxycycline. If pleurodesis fails, repeat pleurodesis or IPC can be done.

**Pain Management**

Due to the advancement in the management of breast cancer, survival of patient with breast cancer has increased with subsequent rise in morbidity associated with it. One of the most debilitating symptoms related to cancers is pain. Pain can be due to disease (local/metastatic) or secondary to its treatment (surgery/radiotherapy) and is managed mostly conservatively with analgesics and opioids. Chest pain due to pleural effusion is dealt with drainage as described earlier. Perioperative pain can be managed with the addition of regional anesthesia in combination with general anesthesia by means of nerve blocks like thoracic paravertebral, pectoral nerve blocks (PECS) I and II, and serratus anterior (SA) plane blocks. US guidance enables real time visualization of spread of drug, improving the efficacy of local anesthetics. In thoracic paravertebral block, local anesthetic is deposited between pleura and costotransverse ligament approximately 2 to 2.5 cm lateral to the tip of spinous process using 18-gauge lumbar puncture needle. It can be given at single level, multiple level, or catheter placement depending on the level or duration of analgesic requirement. Common complication is hypotension due to epidural spread of the drug.

PECS is a recently developed technique of regional anesthesia in which the anesthetic agent is instilled between pectoralis major and minor to block the median and lateral pectoral nerve. In PECS I, US probe is placed below the lateral third of clavicle in oblique orientation and pectoralis major and minor muscles are identified at the level of third rib. In PECS II, drug is deposited between pectoralis minor and SA at the level of fourth rib to block lateral branch of intercostal nerve, long thoracic nerve, and intercostobrachial nerves. Serratus anterior plane block is given between the latissimus dorsi and SA muscle in the mid axillary line at the level of fourth/fifth rib to block lateral cutaneous branches of thoracic intercostal nerves (Fig. 7). These can be used as an alternative to thoracic paravertebral block without risk of neuroaxis blockage.

Painful bone metastasis is a common cause of chronic pain in patient with breast cancer. RFA of bone metastasis involves insertion of radiofrequency electrodes under CT guidance and subsequent ablation of tumor under general anesthesia or deep sedation. The procedure usually takes 7 to 12 minutes at an energy level of 90 to 110 W to achieve the target temperature of 80 to 110°C. It reduces pain by destroying sensory nerve fibers in the periosteum and bone cortex, reduction of lesion volume with decreased stimulation of sensory nerve fibers, and cytokines production. It has been shown that it has resulted in considerable decrease in pain and use of analgesics. Percutaneous vertebroplasty under fluoroscopic guidance can be performed by injecting bone cement (polymethyl methacrylate) into the vertebral body. It results in significant reduction in pain within 24 hours of pain. In addition, it increases spine stability and promotes tumor necrosis.

**Vision for Future**

**VAB to Confirm Complete Pathological Response Post NACT Deferring the Need of Surgery**

With the advancement in NACT regimes, there is significant increase in rates of pathological complete remission. The aim of surgery following NACT is to assess pathological response removing residual disease and achieve locoregional control. Post-chemotherapy changes such as fibrosis, fragmentation, density result in inadequate assessment of residual...
tumor. Minimally invasive biopsy methods have been used to assess complete pathological remission. Image-guided VAB has the highest diagnostic accuracy when compared with other methods such as punch biopsy and fine needle biopsy. Combination of imaging and image-guided biopsy has 100% negative predictive value in diagnosing pathological complete response. Prospective trials are required to evaluate the need of surgery following pathological complete response diagnosed on VAB.

Post NACT Limited Axillary Dissection

Management and prognostication of breast cancer depend vastly on the extent of lymph nodes involvement. Since radical axillary lymph node dissection (ALND) is associated with significant morbidity, the concept of sentinel lymph node biopsy came into being which aimed at removing only the nodes showing uptake of dye. Recent studies have shown USG as equally accurate in detecting abnormal nodes and have suggested only removal of these nodes, especially in post NACT patients. Lymph nodes are categorized as suspicious if they show: loss of fatty hilum/asymmetrical cortical thickening/abnormal cortex to hilum ratio/peripheral blood flow, on USG. The most suspicious lymph node is then subjected to guided biopsy and placement of marker clip. If malignancy is proven histopathologically within these nodes, the clip serves as target for localization and dedicated removal of the involved nodes can be performed instead of subjecting the patient to morbid ALND.

To summarize, breast imaging has emerged as a special branch of radiology where radiologist plays a crucial role not only in diagnosis but also in treatment and follow-up of the patient.
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